January 19, 2018

The 6th grade English Department proudly presents:

The 20-Book Challenge
This challenge is based on Donalyn
Miller’s book, The Book Whisperer.
According to Miller, “That I require
students to read forty books may seem
shocking when you are a student who
has not read more than a book or two
a year, but this hefty requirement
prevents students from negotiating
with me about whether they will read
much. Any teacher who expects
students to read forty books is not
going to accept a book or two! If I
expected less, they would read less, or
they would wait until later in the school
year to start” (76-77).
Obviously, we are not requiring forty
books, but because we have half a
year left, we will shoot for half (20
books).

Summary
The goal of this assignment is to challenge our children to read more and to develop a love of reading.
Students are reading a non-negotiable twenty minutes in class every day, and most teachers are
allowing up to an hour of reading each day. Each student is required to read books from different
genres, ranging from picture books (I Spy, Dr. Seuss, Bad Case of the Stripes, etc.) to chapter books
(Frindle, The Lightning Thief, Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, etc.). Not every student reads at the
same pace, so the requirements will be differentiated on a case-by-case basis. As outlined in Miller’s
text, every student will be encouraged to read at or near their level, whether they are a “developing
reader” (24) or an “underground reader” (30). Students will be required to monitor their own progress in
their reader’s notebooks (pictured below), while also meeting with teachers one-to-one about their
progress. They will be recording their reading progress using a log and weekly-scheduled check-ins
(also pictured). Students will also be completing seven (7) projects (explained below) before the end of
the year.
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The pictures below represent pages in the student’s Reader’s Notebook.

Standards Covered through Challenge
6.1.1 Oral Expression and Listening (6.1.1.a, b, c, d. i-iv, e, f, h)
6.2.1 Reading for All Purposes - fiction (6.2.1 a.ii-iii, b. I-ii, d, e)
6.2.2 Reading for All Purposes - non-fiction (6.2.2. a. Ii-iii, b. I-ii, c. i-ii, d., e, f)
6.2.3 Reading for All Purposes - word meanings (6.2.3 a. I-vi, b. I-iii, c)
Grading
1. Academic Behavior grades will be given on a regular basis that reflect the student’s participation in
the program: reading during assigned times; coming to class prepared; completing reading logs,
schedules, and being prepared for teacher-student check-ins.
2. Student Practice grades will be given for completion of assigned projects and presentations based
on quality of work, presentation, and preparedness.
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Book Challenge Tracker
Every teacher will keep a classroom tracker of where students are in the challenge. We will add stars
or stickers each time a student completes a book. Required genres include: autobiography/biography,
fantasy, historical fiction, mystery, picture book, science fiction, traditional literature, poetry, realistic
fiction, informative non-fiction, and free-choice chapter books.

This chart is an example of a classroom tracker for the
challenge.

The books on the table represent a
wide variety of acceptable books.
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Projects/Presentations
Each student must complete 6 projects and 1 presentation. They must complete 2 book jackets, 2
book reviews, 2 commercials, and 1 presentation of their choice (notebook pages above outline
required assignments).
Conclusion
That’s it! Students will read approximately twenty books, demonstrate understanding of the reading by
completing notebooks and projects, and hopefully build a passion for reading while improving
competency and fluency. We are so proud of the progress all of our 6th grade students are making;
we know that if we want our students to get better at reading, they need to read. Please encourage
your children to read at least 20 minutes every night (or a minimum of 100 minutes per week).
This flyer below provides research-based evidence that reading twenty minutes every night will improve
reading skills dramatically:

Thank you so much for your time and support!
The 6th grade English Department

